Restoring School Efficacy by Giving Parents a Choice

The way to increase satisfaction and responsibility of parents is to let them choose the kind of school they want.

Not all of this has happened through deliberate or formal action. In fact, much of it has occurred extra-legally, outside formal governance structures. Sociologist Sloan Wayland has shown that a great deal of the increasingly national character of American education has been brought about by what he calls "ancillary structures": the textbook industry and its production and marketing practices; the standardized exams which have come to figure prominently in numerous types of educational decisions; the regional accrediting associations, which exert strong influence on schools; the structure of teacher education, which exerts strong influence on teachers. All these developments are ancillary in the sense that they have not been legally mandated or incorporated into the formal structures of American public education. As Wayland shows, this makes them no less powerful as determinants of educational practice, but their ancillary nature does insulate them from public control. What this means is that efforts to redress present balances and to restore some measure of local control will have to contend somehow not just with formal or legal forces but with these ancillary structures as well.

Dating from the Brown decision in 1954, the ancillary structures began to be augmented with formal structures, eroding local control. The years since have seen a steady progression of legislation, court decisions, regulation, and inducements which have in effect shifted large areas of decision from local to federal levels. The National Defense Education Act of 1958, for example, provided support to schools in the areas of science, math, and foreign languages—rejecting the counter-proposal that federal aid take the form of per-pupil grants to the states, to be distributed at local discretion. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 established a powerful system of national control by providing for the withholding of any and all federal aid to school districts practicing racial, religious, or ethnic discrimination.

But state control has increased as well, also eroding the powers of local school districts. Competency tests adopted by a number of states stand as requirements for graduation (and in some states, for grade-to-grade promotion). And one of the somewhat ironic effects of Proposition 13-type legislation—contrary to the wishes of proponents—seems to be to remove the support, hence the control base, of schools from district to state levels.

All signs point to continued increases in state and federal controls. Some opponents seem convinced that the new Department of Education will bury local control altogether. And observers seem agreed that the long-term impact of the tax revolt will be stepped-up state control of educational practice, perhaps culminating in consolidation of districts.
into a single state or several county school systems. Analyst Arthur Wise warns that "legislated learning" is rapidly turning schools into an extension of government. The ultimate effect may be, he warns, the detailed control of classroom practice—of just what is taught and how.

Human Impact and Response
These, then, are some of the developments to date, and the prospects for, the local control of schools. Meanwhile, what has been the impact on citizens and their response? The decline of efficacy, especially when coupled with the evidence that schools are not succeeding as well as might be hoped, has combined to yield public disaffection of an unprecedented character. One interesting bit of testimony is the feeling of powerlessness expressed by almost all of those connected with the schools. Students made their feelings known a decade ago and parents have done so too. But teachers reveal quite similar sentiments. And principals and even superintendents claim they lack the power to fulfill their responsibilities. It is not a very long step from such conditions to feelings of injustice and abuse. A Civil Rights Commission official correctly caught the public mood that has ensued. "It is amazing," he observed, "the sense of injury." Based on the cases coming to the Commission, he estimated that a full 80 percent of our population is oppressed—leaving a scant 20 percent to be the oppressors!

The results seem evident in the tax and spending limit proposals advanced across the country. Many have taken the form of direct citizen initiatives; all have sought to curtail the prerogatives of legislators. In even more explicit comment on public education, one news weekly detailed how "Aroused Parents Declare War on the System." A number of parents have done so by withdrawing their children from public school altogether, doubling private school enrollments between 1965 and 1975. And the persistence of the voucher notion certainly testifies to public disaffection. Indeed, one proposal currently pending in California would go considerably further. Not content with parity for private schools, it seeks to abolish all public schools. According to the state's attorney general, it "Prohibits [the] state and its creations from operating or regulating primary, secondary, or technical schools or from specifying, preparing, producing, or distributing instructional materials." 6

Governance Reform Efforts
Whether or not the more extreme proposals ever develop substantial support, demands for the reform of school governance have been pressing in earnest since the 60s. Decentralization and community control were the two possibilities that surfaced first. The two can go hand in hand—and were combined in New York and Detroit—but decentralization does not necessarily mean increased lay control. It may simply represent a transfer of authority among administrators, shifting power and responsibility from the central office to building principals. Although the shift may render the principal a bit more subject to community influence, in practice he or she may not be.

Although neither the New York nor the Detroit experiences were very successful in actually shifting the locus of school control, or in changing the make-up of decision-making bodies, governance reform proposals have continued to urge decentralization. In many of these proposals, community control has given way to community participation and involvement plans, and school advisory councils. The advisory council, whose recent history dates from its requirement for Title I recipients, is not a decision-making body; initially it was not even a school-by-school arrangement. An advisory council for every school receiving Title I funds was later mandated, but the councils have not been a notable success. As one observer commented, they "remain at the periphery of school policy and practice." A considerably more venturesome proposal is the "school-based management" idea, which creates a governance council within each building, composed of teachers, parents, and other citizens, as well as the building principal. These councils, in which parents typically comprise a majority, are genuine decision-making bodies, making budgetary and programmatic decisions.

Despite some important variations, there is one notable similarity linking these several proposals: All respond to the reform need and to the charge of insufficient democratic control of schools by seeking to correct and strengthen representational arrangements. The underlying strategy is to bring school policy and practice into fuller accord with the wishes of the majority—and the means for doing so is by adding the voices of new or under-represented groups to the agencies intended to reflect and express public sentiment.

The Expedient of Choice
That is not the only governance reform strategy which might be pursued. And perhaps for today, when disaffection is so widespread and intense, it is not even the best strategy. A much more direct and incisive way to immediately empower all parents is to enable each family to choose the education it prefers for its child. This could be done by deliberately providing differentiated educational programs for public selection—differentiated, say, as to emphases or approaches or activities. Such a simple and direct expedient as choice has a number of very distinct advantages over the strategy that would seek instead to broaden the policymaking base for schools. Most obviously, of course, it delivers efficacy to all, which decision making by majority cannot do. Moreover, it delivers the kind of efficacy that concerns parents. The evidence clearly points to the reasonable conclusion that parents' interests focus on their child's classroom and school. Other schools, and general district policies, are remote concerns. In the second place, the choice provision is a simpler reform, adding no governance structures which demand facilities and resources for new councils.

In the third place, the offering of choices to families does not entail the direct and extensive divestment of power involved when whole categories of authority—such as control of personnel or curriculum or finances—must be shifted from one administrator to another, or newly shared by an administrator with a decision-making body. Thus, the choice strategy may prove less threatening to the interests of central administrators than other current proposals calling for the diffusion of their present power among administrative subordinates.

Fourth, the chance to choose a school or program offers an important power to each parent, an effec-
Choice may not guarantee that every family will find exactly what it wants, but it does offer the considerable opportunity to transfer out of what is for any reason anathema. And for many of those most acutely dissatisfied, that opportunity alone is a considerable gain.

Fifth, the opportunity to choose the education of one's child introduces a subtle but important change in responsibility for outcomes. Parents who have chosen a back-to-basics program, for example, have become partners in educational management. They are entitled to claim credit for themselves when the mix of their choice and their youngster proves a fortunate one. And when it does not so prove, they must hold themselves at least partially accountable for the situation.

As this suggests, an additional advantage of the choice arrangement, sixth, is that it provides for a continuing accountability arrangement. In a system where a parent may withdraw and transfer a child as the situation seems to warrant, the school remains responsible and continually accountable to parents. Thus a choice system both enhances school accountability and extends responsibility to include the home. A related advantage, seventh, is that the continuing ability of the parent to transfer the child provides for district officials one continuing kind of clue regarding educational success. Multiple transfer requests from the same program signal difficulties that otherwise could take a long time to surface. The choice system serves, then, as a mechanism whereby the system can inform itself.

An eighth advantage of the individual parental empowerment approach is that it entails direct educational improvements as well as school governance reform. The reason is that the provision of choice involves a differentiation of the programs schools offer—an arrangement supported by the recommendations of a lengthening list of commissions and committees, sustained by a substantial body of evidence about learner differences. Thus, to offer a choice among, for example, a back-to-basics program, an open school, and a continuous progress school is to provide three different educational environments and thereby greatly increase the chances of offering a program optimally suited to each youngster.

Finally, these differentiated educational environments can offer distinct advantages to teachers which, in turn, are reflected in educational quality. Differentiation facilitates teacher as well as parent choice so no teacher is pressured to operate an open classroom, and none is barred from operating in the manner closest to his or her own professional style. Experience with systems where teachers make such professional choices for themselves shows clear benefits in the form of enhanced commitment, satisfaction, performance, and accomplishment.18

These, then, are some major advantages of pursuing school governance reform by the simple expedient of extending a choice of schools to parents. Such an arrangement is being pursued in a growing number of cities and towns. There is considerable variety in the choices made available and in the genesis of these. Some systems the choices pertain primarily to content, in others to learning methods and activities, and elsewhere to values and general approach. In some systems the options have been designed with the collaboration of students and parents, in others they have been generated by the professional staff.

One of the better known options systems operates in Philadelphia which, according to a 1976 report, led the nation with 130 alternative schools and programs enrolling 10,000 students. The principals of these programs report better attendance, fewer discipline problems, more productive learning environments, and improvement in basic skills.19

Minneapolis has perhaps offered the nation's most deliberate and systematic conversion to an options system. Beginning in 1971, with the help of funds from the Office of Educational Experimentation Schools Program, five programs were created in the southeast section of the city with the intent of collectively providing sufficient diversity so that "all learners could meet with success in the program of their choice."20 The schools included a "contemporary" school, a continuous progress program, an open school, a free school, and a school-within-a-school. Even-
House; Comprehensive House stressing small group work in a "family" sort of setting; Challenge House for the independent, action-oriented adolescent; and Sequoyah House for students with a strong academic bent and drive for understanding.21 The advantage of this particular feature is underscored in a study of the effectiveness of decentralized decision making which found that not very much shifting of decision-making authority had actually occurred. See Gordon Cawelti, "Urban School Decentralization and Curriculum Development Strategies," in Impact of Decentralization on Curriculum, ed. J. Ezra Staples (Alexandria, Va.: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1974), pp. 18-27.
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